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From Our Trustee's Desk

and grow spiritually.

When I came to OA 20 years ago, I learned about

As my disease is a chronic one, I use Step 1 every

abstinence, which was quite different from the

day and sometimes many times a day. I have to

concept of diets that I had tried for so many years.

remember that I am powerless over food, over

Abstinence dealt with the physical side of my

feelings, over people and over other situations in

problem, but I also learned in the program that in

my life, to be aware of it to admit it, to let go of it

order to deal with the spiritual and emotional sides

and let God.

of my problem I have to work the Steps.

In time, I deepened my relationship with the God of

So I learned to admit that I am powerless over

my understanding. I turn over to him every

certain kinds of food and that I have to refrain from

difficulty I have during the day, I never feel alone

eating them (Step 1); that I cannot do it alone and

as my HP is always next to me and I feel blessed

that there must be a power greater than myself to

and grateful for it.

help me with it (Step 2); that I have to decide to

I am doing an everyday inventory to check my

make use of this Higher Power and turn my will

deeds and feelings, I admit my wrongs and my

over to him (Step 3).

character defects and check what I could have done

I cleaned my inner house by doing a moral

better, how to make amends and how to improve in

inventory of myself (Step 4) and admitted my

the future (Step 10).

wrongdoings (Step 5). I dealt with my character

I pray and meditate daily in order to get closer to

defects (Step 6), and after becoming aware of them,

my HP and to practice how to get rid of my will and

asked my HP to remove them (Step 7). Then I dealt

seek his will for me (Step 11).

with the persons I harmed after making a list of

Working the steps changed me a lot and enabled me

them (Step 8), asked for forgiveness and made

to spread the message of OA to others. I became the

amends (Step 9).

message. I do a lot of service, which helps others

It took me a while to do this work but I was not

but also helps me in my recovery (Step 12 ).

alone. I had my sponsor, my meetings, the tools of

I work the steps with my sponsor and with my

the program and my OA friends.

sponsees. There are many ways to work the steps

Working the steps helped me to fulfill the black

and each day I find more insights, depth and

hole I had inside me that made me eat compulsively

wisdom in the OA program.

in the past.

Working the steps changed me and made me a

This was the first phase of working the steps but I

better person. Better to myself and to others and,

was told that if I want to live in recovery I have to

most importantly, made it possible for me to deal

work the steps on a daily basis. Keeping my

with the problems in my life, the small ones as well

abstinence and working the steps on a daily basis

as the bigger ones, without eating compulsively.

are the medications I need to deal with my disease

Love in service,

of compulsive eating. It helps me to keep my sanity

Esti
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Working All Twelve Steps
Just as I sat down to ponder this
topic I received an excited phone call from
a sponsee who had just started working with
her very first sponsee.
As we discussed her concerns about
“What do I do now?” I asked questions
about her new sponsee.
“Is she new to
OA?” “No.”
“Has she had a sponsor before?” “Yes.”
“Is she abstinent?”
“Yes she is,” my
sponsee replied. “How long has she been
in program?” “Eleven years,” came the
quick answer. Then my sponsee hesitated
“but…she’s never worked the steps…at
all.”
There were several moments of
silence as we both considered this. I broke
the silence with “How does this happen in
OA? Are we failing to help others recover?
” And my more judgmental comments of
“How can one be in program that long and
not have worked the steps? Aren’t we
getting the message across that the Steps
ARE the solution?”
My sponsee replied with a gentle
reminder that she had not worked the steps
until recently despite being in OA for
several years. We discussed briefly ideas
about willingness, about fear, and how
those might keep people from working the
steps.
The conversation ended with her
lovely comment that she had offered to
work the steps with her new sponsee as I
had with her as “that’s what I know and I
know it works.”
My sponsees comment wasn’t about
“how” we had worked the step as much as
her knowledge that working the steps does
work. After 15 years in OA, living in
different countries, talking with OA’s from
all over the globe, plus working with
several sponsors, I have learned there are

different ways or approaches to working the
steps. There are workbooks, various sets of
questions, Big Book approaches, 12 Steps
in 12 Weeks…you get the idea… there are
too many ways to name them all. But what
they all have in common is this idea: You
start with Step One and you “work” your
way through to Step Twelve.
When I was first in program that
sounded very logical and I admitted to
myself it was perhaps doable.
Others
seemed to be working the steps. There was
always talk of what step they were currently
working and how it was going.
I could
also see the results of working the steps in
my fellows. I wanted to be happy, joyous,
and free. I wanted serenity and a way of
acting on life rather than reacting to it. I
wanted what they had.
Maybe not easy,
but OK I could do it if they could do it.
Then the first stumbling block came when I
discovered the process was not simply
‘work Steps One through Twelve’ and then
you’re done.
The dismay when my
sponsor said, “Have you tried working
Steps 1,2, and 3 on this issue?”
I recall
my hasty reply, “But I’m on Step 8 right
now remember?”
But work those first
three steps on that issue was what we did.
And to my amazement that worked.
The
issue became manageable.
I gained
perspective and I was able to “let go and let
God” take it from me. I tuned in and got
the idea that this “stepwork stuff” wasn’t 112 and you’re done.
There was talk of
doing certain steps again, and sometimes
circling back to the beginning, or waltzing
with Steps 1, 2, and 3, or maintaining with
Steps 10, 11, and 12, or doing Step 10
checks daily.
What had I gotten myself into? Was
there no end to this “stepwork stuff?”
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Where was the sanity in doing the
same steps over and over again?
Especially given I had not yet made my way
through to the final Step 12 was there an
end in sight? Maybe addictive thinking or
fear play a part in hesitating to work the
steps.
Or procrastination, long our
companion before recovery, says it’s not
really important to do it right now – there’s
always tomorrow my friend.
But then I
stumbled onto some very sage advice from
a long-timer: It doesn’t really matter how
you do it – just do it. I did work my way
through the steps for the first time with
sponsors’ help and made peace with the
idea that it might be “repeat as necessary.”
Now years later the Steps, all of
them, are a daily part of my life. I remind
myself each day that I can’t, God can, I
think I’ll let God. I watch for harming
others, and tell God and others when I do
so.I want all my character defenses
removed and ask God to remove them; all
of them please. I live in the present because
the list was done and the amends were
made. I look at my conduct, my actions, my
fears, and my self-centered ways daily and
even report them to my sponsor. I keep
current on amends. Prayer, meditation, and
conscious contact allow me to pray for
God’s will for my life and to ask for the
power to carry out that will. The spiritual
life and carrying the message are the way of
life for me now.

recover than The Twelve Steps. I know of
no better way of living than practicing the
principles learned in the 12 Steps to the best
of my ability and always with HP’s help. If
you have not worked the Steps yet, if there
is some doubt or some hesitation, some fear
or some procrastination, some worry you
won’t do it right – leave all that behind and
“just do it.” There is a guarantee – if you
try working the steps and you don’t like the
results, you can have your old life of
unmanageability back anytime.
Francene, England

I have to confess I know of no other way to
Trivia question
What is Tradition 3?

To know the answer to the question, look on page 14!
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The Twelve Steps of Overeaters Anonymous
Step 1: We admitted we were powerless over food — that our lives had become
unmanageable.
Step 2: Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.

The Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous
Tradition 1: Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon
OA unity.
Tradition 2: For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority — a loving
God as He may express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted
servants; they do not govern.

The Twelve Concepts of OA Service
Concept One :The ultimate responsibility and authority for OA world services reside
in the collective conscience of our whole Fellowship.
Concept Two: The OA groups have delegated to World Service Business Conference
the active maintenance of our world services; thus, World Service Business
Conference is the voice, authority and effective conscience of OA as a whole.
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Working All Twelve Steps
I came to Overeaters Anonymous to lose weight, but I understood that our
Fellowship was not about going on a diet, but changing my life. And this was done by
working the Twelve Steps. From the beginning, and till today – more than 12 years in
OA – I work the steps. It really doesn’t matter how I’m working the Steps – these
questions or those questions; this chart or that chart; focusing on the principles of
the steps... there is no end to how I can work the steps.
There is also living the steps, which helps me in dealing with the everyday problems
which may come up. To go through each step with a specific problem in mind can help
me get rid of that problem, or to lessen the problem.
I won’t say that one step is better than another. I will say that all of them, and in the
order which they are, when used, brings me to a better place. A place of more self
awareness, to become more of the person I always wanted to be, to be a servant of
God.
I am so grateful for this program of ours, and for each and every step...
Susan , R9 Chair

Tips
1. The Tools Workshop – now on the Region 9 Website (presented at the
R9 Convention 2014 in Greece)
2. 12 Step Virtual Workshops started January 2015 / phone meetings (more
information on the OA Website)
3. New Abstinence and A Plan of Eating Workshop on the OA Website
4. Now Online (OA Web) – Fourth Quarter Issue of A Step Ahead and
the Courier
5. OA’s focus for 2014 – 2016 … Abstinence, Working All 12 Steps, and
Individual’s Responsibilities to Carry the Message
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Working all twelve steps
It's more than three years ago that I've started the program of the Twelve Steps.
Once started I would complete the steps as soon as possible. I bought all books,
compulsive as I am, and I hoped that soon I'll have no more binges. Today I
know it's not about completing the Steps as soon as possible, it's about the
whole process I go through, while I'm working the Steps. This program showed
me that my eating problem is a lifetime disease, not something I can bring with
me

towards

a

course

and

then

it's

gone.

The Steps did me realize my own part in my relationships with others, from past
and present both. My sponsor helped me to become thoroughly honest about my
behavior and actions, with thanks to her own experience with the disease.
The fellows of OA are very supporting for me. Every time I'm in need, they are
there for me. They recognize how my mind tell me often something that is not
true. By using the telephone or visiting meetings, I receive warmth and support.
It's so great that there are people who totally recognize and understand my way
of thinking. If I keep reaching out, I'll always find someone willing and available
to

listen

The Twelve Steps provide me guidance, for life itself as practicing the program
both. The program makes me considering my actions and the actions of others.
Today I'm better able to see my own part in all. Just for today.
Annemiek, The Netherlands

Dates to Remember:
1. February 1, 2015 - Translation / Projects Fund Application deadline (to be received
by the Region 9 Treasurer)
2. February 26, 2015 - Agenda Questionnaires deadline (to the WSO)
3. February 28, 2015 – Unity Day (celebrated Worldwide)
4. April 27 to May 2, 2015 - World Service Business Conference
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Working All Twelve Steps
To me, abstinence and step work goes together; I can't keep my abstinence if I don't work the
Steps, and I can't work the Steps if I'm not abstinent. To keep what I got for free, I need to give it
away for free as a sponsor, and to the still suffering compulsive overeater who want what I have.
The Steps are the solution I was lucky to find, and in the solution I found freedom. Freedom from
the decease, the chaos, the misery, the hopelessness...
I need to keep admitting my powerlessness over food, and that if I go back where I came from, I
loose everything I worked so hard to accomplish. I won't be able to handle anything in my life.
Because of my step work, I know that I always, no matter where I am or what I do, my Higher
Power is there with me, and for me. I know I can get help no matter what. I want that help, so I
decide to turn my life with all its difficulties, over every single day. I get so much common sense
because of my daily contact.
In Step 4 I looked at all my anger and self-pity (...), and saw that I had been angry with everyone
my whole life, I already knew that, but this was totally different from what I thought I knew before.
This time I acknowledged that I had a part in so many situations I use to look at, as me being hurt
by someone, and where I only saw it as them doing something to me, or where I thought of me as
the victim of their hatred or aversion. It was a relief to be able to admit my own character defects, I
grew a lot spiritually. I gave my Fifth Step to my sponsor, and to me it was such a gift that she
would listen to me; I revealed all my secrets to her, things I never told anyone ever before, and I
had complete trust in her. I was on a pink cloud, nothing could shake me.
Because of the work I did in Steps 1-5, I became ready and willing, and humble, to make my
Higher Power remove all my defects, and as time goes by, I still am. I worked on my list of people I
needed to make amends to, with my sponsor. I listened carefully to what she suggested would be
the most reasonable way to tell them what I wanted to say. I was so excited before, and after I
made the amends.
Step 10 gave me an option to do right immediately. This way, I became more aware of my own
actions during the day, and could make an inventory about my day, in the evening. This was also a
great way to keep me observant of my actions after wards. Very early in my step work, I
implemented prayer and meditation, so when I came to Step 11 I was already doing both, and
intensified my efforts to get open for contact, and what I wanted to be able to do; I can use all the
gifts I receive whenever I am doing some kind of Twelve-Step work.
What I know deep within, is that I have everything; I am rich due to the fact that I have a Higher
Power, a Twelve Step program, a Fellowship... and a good life when I continue my work, and do
what I learned because of the Steps. Love in Service, Mette Region 9 Secretary
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working with others, doing service and

1.5

year ago I’ve started my step 1 again. I

writing my step 10 daily, I can work more
steps at the same time. I’m now again at step

was writing step 8, but for some reason I couldn’t

five and I’ve noticed so many changes in my

make the shift to step 9. My sponsor suggested

recovery. It’s truly a gift that I received

to go back to the beginning. It was time for me

calmness and peace of mind. I can have many

to see my unmanageability in other parts of my

more moments of being alone, and not

life and start again at step 1. What a relieve that I

feeling alone, feeling happy and OK with

could start over! Of course my ego didn’t like it at

myself, enjoying the company that’s in me. I

the beginning, because I wanted to do everything

have the steps to thank for that and also my

smoothly and in the order from 1-12. OA has

relationship with something bigger than

learned me to think out of the box, or just to
think out of my head. There are many more ways
to do things that I can think of (luckily) and the
most important thing is that I start somewhere

myself (my God  ). It requires hard work,
but one day at a time it has been and still is
worth the effort.
Meike, Bylaws Committee Chair

and take the action. Through attending meetings,

WHAT'S IS NEW IN REGION 9'S WEBSITE!!
•
•

18-20 Sept 2015: Retreat-Bacharach, Germany
Tools Workshop (Region 9 Convention 2014 in
Greece)

•
•

8/3/2015 : Belgium Convention
Translation/Projects Fund Application
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12 stps: a Reminder

and a tird one in autumn 2014! Every year, I

Dear you al!My name is Caterine and I am

tme I am ready to focus on one part. Last

tavel witin Europe t atend a BB study. Every

a compulsive overeatr, gratfl and recovered, one
day at te tme! I have been in OA since May
2011 and tday, December 2014, I wil receive my
3-year-abstnence ship! I maintain a weightloss of
23kg.I have been looking for someone t writ an
artcle about working al te stps and found very
hard t fnd people who had done al of it. In my
experience, perfectonism brought me away fom
doing te stps. I did te frst 3 in 7 monts and
ten te fourt in more tan a year. Now one
ting: OA and recovery have noting t do wit
competton. Tey have t do wit stpping our
illness and saving our life, obtaining a daily
reprieve if we keep ft spiritualy. I recovered aftr

November, I was ready to improve my
understanding of 10, 11 and 12 stps. "Clean te
house, Pray God and Help oters" as prescribed
Dr. Bob.

doing that service, sharing their experience,
stengt and hope and helping me t save my life
wit tat so simple program. Al te stps are
linked one t anoter and once I have done tem
al I face a daily choice: I can maintain it by
keeping me ft or I can ft in my laurels and wait
for food or madness t come back. In tese years, I
had some emotonal relapses and I remember how
it hurts, food was not back, but I was completly
dry drunk.For tday, I realy don't want tat!

doing te 9t Stp, aftr cleaning te channel
between me and God. Before tat, food was stl
realy, realy appealing

I am really grateful to people

Here are te stps in a nutshel I found on
a OA 7t taditon keychain!1 I can't 2 God can 3
Let God 4 Look witin 5 Admit wrongs 6 Ready

Aftr one year or so of being in OA, I
happened to meet a member who had a good
recovery and a long abstnence. She tld me how

self for change 7 Seek God's help8 Become wiling 9
Make amends 10 Daily inventry 11 Pray and
meditat 12 Give it away

her life had changed after atending to a BB
study. I had not a clue what tis was, so I asked
her. She explained me tat tis kind of workshop
was organised for a weekend, moderatrs would
read te Big Book and explain it, 'tanslat' in
modern language some expressions coming back
fom te 1930', give tps t bring us t realy DO
te stps. Not talk about te stps nor share about
te stps, DO te stps. How stange it sounded t

I send you my love trough tat fantastc lifesaver felowship! Caterine, Italy/Canada!

me! What was te diference?
So I booked for my frst Big Book study in
Summer 2012, ten my second in Autumn 2013
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All Twelve Steps Reading
I know that what relieves me of the compulsion to
overeat can also relieve me of other defects. I
need only to practice the steps – all of them – and
turn my life over to my Higher Power on a daily
basis. I don’t need to be perfect at any of this; I
just need to be myself.

To know where this reading comes from, look on page 14!

Remember!
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REGION 9 SPONSOR LIST

We continually update the list of available sponsors within
our region who arewilling to sponsor by email, phone or Skype.
Besides English, so far the list includes available sponsors who speak
German,Bengali, Russian, Hebrew, French, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Spanish, Hindi,
Tamil, Dutch, Yiddish, Swedish, Danish and Gujrati.
To be added as an available sponsor or to receive this list as a sponsee looking for a R9
Sponsor, kindly ask us through tsw@oaregion9.org.
Thanks so much for your service!
"Together we can do what we could never do alone!"
In OA fellowship,
Reva
OA Region 9 Twelfth-Step-Within Sponsors sub-committee
and
Catherine
OA Region 9 Twelfth-Step-Within Chair

Thanks to all of the OA member's support all these years we
reached 55 years of existence
Happy Bithday OA!!
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SUPER DUPER OA GAME (fun for workshops)
We, of the OA Intergruppo Nord (Italia), tried out this game just yesterday Sunday 18th January
2015 for the celebration of OA birthday: it brought fun, lightness, and unity to members at the
workshop. It’s been loads of fun also to prepare it with a friend beforehand! (and recovery
because of all the reading we did).
Here’s a general idea:
OA members are divided into two or more teams, and each of them chooses a spokesperson.
There is a list of questions of two kinds:
-NERD QUESTIONS on Steps, Traditions, Concepts, Tools, OA history etc. (They could be
multiple answer questions, direct questions, true or false, recognising an excerpt from the
literature...)
A person speaks the question, and from the two teams the spokespersons run to get a fag in
the centre.
The team that comes frst to the fag, gets to answer the question.
If the team gets it right, scores a point and can answer one of the…
-ACTIVITY QUESTIONS!
The team is involved in answering or guessing through diferent activities:
•
Mimic (ex. One person of the team mimes “5 Tradition” or “telephone”
and the rest of the team has 1 minute to guess the word.)
•
Drawing (ex. One person of the team draws “slip” or “abstinence” and
the rest of the team has 1 minute to guess the word.)
•
Drawing with eyes closed!
•
Fill in the blanks of a chosen step prayer (all the team works together and
has 1 minute to write it down)
•
Play the role of a (sponsor, newcomer or any service position)
•
Make another member move like a puppet (and the other members has
to guess the word)
•
Say a slogan in reverse letter by letter (each member of the team has to
say a letter in the right order) EMIT EHT TA YAD ENO
… if the team guesses right, another point is scored!

The team which accumulates more points is the winner! We gave a candle to each member of
the winning team! Enjoy! With Love from Ilaria and Eva, Italy
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Well... What do you know?Q&A
Trivia Answer:

The only requirement for an OA
membership is a desire to stop
eating compulsively

12 Step Reading Answer:

For Today- August 14- Page 227
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IN SERVICE
Region 9 Board
Trustee - Esti (Israel) @ r9trustee@gmail.com
Chair - Susan (Israel) @ chair@oaregion9.org
Secretary - Mette (Denmark) @ secretary@oaregion9.org
Treasurer – Aileen (UK)@ treasurer@oaregion9.org
Committee Chairs
Literature and Translations Irenne (Denmark) @ translations@oaregion9.org
Twelfth Step Within Catherine (Italy) @ tsw@oaregion9.org
Public Information Miranda (Greece)@ pi@oaregion9.org
Bylaws
Meike (The Netherlands) @ bylaws@oaregion9.org
Electronic Communications
Webmaster @ webmaster@oaregion9.org

Finance
Aileen (UK)
Acting Banker – Stella (UK)

Newsletter coordinator
Chryssa (Greece) ) @ newsletter@oaregion9.org
Region 9 Website
http://www.oaregion9.org
World Service Website

http://www.oa.org

The personal stories express the experience of the individual member and not of OA as a whole
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